FBI
Date: 6/19/68

Via

DIRECTOR, FBI (109-584)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-1742) (P)

SUBJECT: ANTI-FIDEL CASTRO ACTIVITIES IS - CUBA

Re Miami airtel to the Bureau, 6/12/68.

Bureau will note Miami airtel, 6/13/68, entitled PODER CUBANO (CUBAN POWER), IS - CUBA, explaining that the faction of HECTOR CORNILLOT is inactive and the PODER CUBANO faction of ORLANDO BOSCH AVILA, head of MIR, is resuming activity under the name of PODER CUBANO.

It is noted BOSCH has claimed responsibility for the bombing of a British ship off Key West, Florida, and a Japanese ship in Tampa, Florida, during the past month.

Miami has intensified investigation on BOSCH and his group. Activists in his group have been recently relocated, addresses verified and spot check surveillances conducted.

During the week of 6/3/68, there were two Japanese vessels in Miami. The Miami office alerted local police and Federal agencies and maintained spot check surveillances of these ships.

MM 635-S advised he has been unable to make contact with BOSCH but plans to see him on 6/21/68.
Informant advised that OSCAR ANGULO, reporter for Miami Radio Station WMIE, (under development as a PSI) is in frequent contact with BOSCH and apparently has knowledge of BOSCH's plans.

MM 635-S said that FELIPE RIVERO DIAZ and his CMM organization in Miami is completely inactive but that RIVERO has great personal hatred for BOSCH and possibly would do anything to cause BOSCH difficulty.

OSCAR ANGULO on 6/17/68, was interviewed by the Miami Office and was completely cooperative. He said he is in contact with BOSCH, who continues in his plans to bomb ships trading with Cuba. BOSCH said his men had planned to bomb another Japanese ship in Miami but spotted police security measures and called off this attempt.

On 6/19/68, ANGULO reported BOSCH claimed he has a man in Nassau, Bahamas, checking charter flights from Nassau to Havana. These flights are used by UN personnel for travel to Havana, and ANGULO believes BOSCH is considering the possibility of bombing one of these flights. BOSCH claims he has a Cuban national in Mexico working with a Mexican airline company and available to put a bomb on a Mexican airliner when BOSCH so orders it.

It is hoped ANGULO will be in a position to furnish further information concerning the time and place of future targets selected by BOSCH.

The Miami Office plans to maintain close contact with ANGULO and is considering interview of RIVERO, soliciting his cooperation concerning BOSCH.

The Miami Office is following this matter closely and will keep the Bureau advised.